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JK – 34                                           CIRCULAR  TO ALL  THE   MEMBERS  OF   THE PROVINCE                                20.11.2014 

 

My Dear Confreres 

Greetings of peace and joy of Christ to you 

Provincial Chapter 2014 

Provincial Chapter 2014 was held from 

20th to 25th October 2014 in MSFS 

Provincialate, Nagpur, with the theme, 

"Prophetic Witness of the MSFS in the 

North Central India and 

Mozambique". The theme of the chapter 

reflected the spirit of General Chapter 

2013 and the instructions of Pope Francis 

on renewal of religious life with prophetic 

courage and commitment. There were 

thirty-three delegates from various 

apostolic communities who participated in 

the Chapter with voting rights, besides two scholastic representatives without right to vote. The first day began 

with a recollection leading to a spirit of introspection and renewal preached by Fr. Emmanuel Uppanthadathil 

MSFS who also delivered the key note address on the following day. The presence of Assistant General Fr. 

Thumma Mariadass, Fr. Dharmaraj, the Provincial of South East Province and Fr. Vincent Lourdswamy, the 

Provincial of Pune Province added to the fraternal communion of the entire congregation for this spiritual 

event.  At the inaugural ceremony the messages of the Superior General, Assistant Superior General and all 

provincials were read out.  

Every apostolate found its place of mention in the form of discussions, deliberations and interventions at every 

session; moderators who animated the gathering and the proceedings during the chapter had the enormous task 

of maintaining the decorum and meeting the objectives. There was give-and-take in all the presentations 

during the chapter. The Provincial in his report made an assessment of the implementation of Action Plan of 

the Provincial Congress 2011 and General Chapter 2013. 
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The Provincial Councilors-in-charge of various apostolates presented their reports, the Delegates of 

Mozambique and GAH too presented reports with timely interventions and intervals. There were well-

prepared reports from the representative of scholastics from Suvidya College, Bangalore and Fransalian 

Seminary, Pune, Shillong and Ranchi. Reports from the Preaching Team and Tarang Editor gave awareness 

into the multi-dimensional dynamism of the province. There were reflective questions poised to raise a 

concern, timely clarifications and well-coined assessments made at the end of each of the presentation of 

reports. As a whole, the reports of various groups raised a platform for introspection, self-critique and to 

express missionary enthusiasm.  

Fr. Thomas Vijay SAC delivered an orientation 

talk on ‘the Challenges for a missionary Church 

Today’ which impelled us to think about some of 

the challenges missionaries face today, to shed the 

machiavellian style and embrace austerity. He 

stated that the concept of direct evangelization is 

still relevant in the Church. A series of meetings 

preceded the preparation of the theme paper; 

confreres expressed their joy, concerns and added genuine criticism for the well-being of the mission through 

its study and reflection. Presentation of the draft for the Mission Year and Year of Consecrated Life 2015 

helped to draw a road-map for the action plan for the celebration in the province. Homilies preached during 

the chapter, broadened the mission and instilled prophetic courage of religious life. The detailed discussion of 

the Statutes during the chapter gave the feeling and desire to abide by the precepts of law and collective 

decisions of the congregation and province. The Provincial devoted substantial time for genuine concerns,  

hopes and aspirations, etc. of the province. The last day of the chapter was devoted for finalizing the action 

plan and statement which would become signposts in the coming three years and gave room for every delegate 

to contribute one’s mite. At the concluding session of the chapter the Assistant General spoke on the conduct 

of the chapter and exhorted the delegates to look beyond the ordinary.  The Eucharist presided over by the 

Provincial and newly elected Councilors along with the Provincial Bursar marked the end of the Provincial 

Chapter 2014. 
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Approbation of the Acts of the Provincial Chapter 2014 
 

Rev Fr Superior General in his letter dated 3
rd

 November 2014 has given the necessary approbation for the 

Acts of the Provincial Chapter 2014. These acts include, the deliberations and the election of the Provincial 

Curia, Statements and Action Plans and the process of approval of Province Statutes. It is a matter of great joy 

to present before all Confreres these acts which determines the life of members and communities for the next 

three years.  

 

The Newly elected Provincial Curia 
 

Fr. Benedict De Souza         -   Councilor in-charge of Formation & Admonitor 

Fr. Manoj Tirkey          -    Councilor in-charge of Education 

Fr. Willie D'Silva          -   Councilor In-Charge of Mission 

Fr. Joseph Kailamangalam  -   Councilor In-Charge of Social Apostolate and Innovative Ministries. 

Fr. Wilson Adackaparayil    -   Provincial Bursar 

 

Statement of the Provincial Chapter 2014 
 

We, the capitulants representing the whole Nagpur Province of the Missionaries of St. Francis De Sales, 

gathered at the MSFS Provincialate, Nagpur for the Provincial Chapter 2014 from 20
th

 to 25
th

 October 

2014, keeping in mind our charism and the founding experience of our founder Fr. Peter Mermier 

discussed and prayerfully reflected upon the theme, “Prophetic Witness of the MSFS in North Central India 

and Mozambique,” have arrived on the following conclusions: 

 

1. Community Life  

As members of the province, we resolve to make our communities a place where we live together as brothers. 

We place ourselves at the service of each member of the community, and make our communities devoid of: 

self-gratification, individualism and egoism. We, as Fransalians called to be prophetic by our community 

living and simple lifestyle which emanates from our deep God-experience propose to the society a counter 

culture against religious indifference, consumerism, and materialistic values. 

 

2.   Personal Life 

We resolve to place our trust in God and rely on Him alone, while carrying out our Apostolates. We are also 

determined to being human in our dealings with confreres, accountable to our superiors, faithful in practicing 

vows and understand the confreres when they make mistakes. 

 

3. While dispensing our ministries we  resolve:  

To be prophetic in our ministries, we are determined to be ‘risk taking’ charismatic leaders, who respect life. 

By being missionary oriented, we are resolved to involve ourselves in the lives of the people, understand their 

problems, conscientize people about the present situation and bring about change in their lives.  

 

a. As Educators 

As prophetic educators, we resolve to bring a change in the society through our education apostolate and are 

determined to propose a counter culture to our students by creating awareness among them regarding social 
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evils and evil trends in the society and sensitize them with regard to natural disasters. We re-affirm our 

resolve to lay emphasis on the economically poor students and are determined to be exemplary and cordial in 

our approach towards students, teachers and staff. We also resolve to create in our institutions an atmosphere 

for intellectual and spiritual development and inculcate values. 

 

b. As Formators  

We are called to be prophetic, trained and exemplary Formators. Our formation should orient our students for 

missions and preaching the word of God. We are resolved to change our formation system to prepare our 

formees not only for education ministry but also for other Apostolates. We are determined to give special 

emphasis to preaching and mission and to impart character and faith oriented formation. 

 

c. As pastors 

We resolve to commit ourselves to give priority to Proclamation of the Word of God and faith formation of 

the laity by our availability to the faithful through regular and devoted administration of the sacraments, 

catechizing the faithful, creating awareness about the changes brought about by Vatican II and by being 

preachers who practice, teachers who are passionate and healers who are compassionate. 

 

4. Ministry of Innovative and Social Apostolate 

We resolve to allow the spirit of the Lord to act creatively in us like the prophets with concrete, innovative and 

long-lasting solutions, by being the voice of the voiceless, by experiencing the suffering of others, by 

promoting justice and upholding human values through our efforts to innovate, update and reformulate the 

existing Apostolate. 

Action Plan of the Provincial Chapter 2014 

 

I. Religious and Community life  

1. Give clear priority to religious life over individual interests, by 

a. Daily reading of constitutions in the morning and province statutes before dinner. 

b. A strict adherence to community timetable by being present for all community exercises. 

c. Meaningful celebration of the Holy Eucharist daily. 

d. Personal daily reading of scripture preferably in the morning after one gets up. 

e. Practice the Salesian devotion at least once a week. 

2. Revive the hallowed practices of our Patron by constant awareness of God’s presence through 

ejaculatory prayers. 

3. Ensure monthly formal community meeting, with a prepared agenda, table the community accounts 

and give information and data of financial decisions of institutions every alternative month, and share 

religious and apostolic concerns. 

4. On a quarterly basis, have an evaluation of implementing the policy of province contribution by 

institutes and communities and present the data of the same to the community members in the 

meetings. 

5. Foster a culture of mutual appreciation and support by greeting confreres, shunning negative criticism 

and promoting constructive fraternal correction. 
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6. Implement the directives of the province for the celebration of year 2015 as Year of Consecration and 

Mission and maintain a data of the same. 

7. The provincial will have to make an assessment chart of community implementation of province 

statutes in religious life and in the management of the temporal goods by institutions annually and 

present it to the council. 

8. The councillors will have to brief the provincial in six months time the progress they have made to 

equip themselves with the needed orientations to animate members of respective forums. 

 

II.   Mission Apostolate 

1. Ensure that the Apostolic Community Convenors present to the Provincial annually three suggestions 

for the betterment of different apostolate in their area along with the annual date schedules of the 

meetings. 

2. Apostolic Community to brief the Provincial the involvement of the communities in the local area, at 

diocesan level and CRI level. 

3. Ensure a regular and graded catechetical instruction to all the sections of the faithful. 

4. Give special focus to family counselling and youth direction by establishing a family cell in every 

parish. 

5. Rededicate ourselves to regularly visit the families and pray for the sick on a weekly basis. 

6. In tune with the call of the year of mission 2015, give a special drive to preaching parish missions, 

through an activated preaching team. 

7. Every Priest prepares at least three recollection talks by the end of 2014, for the mission year 2015. 

8. Revitalize the existing pious associations in our parishes, prepare a brief report to be filed and shared 

with the Apostolic Community. 

9. Ensure that every community visits at least one interior mission centre during the Mission Year 2015. 

 

III.   Education Apostolate 

1. Implement the province statutes guidelines on conducting the assemblies on different Salesian 

thoughts. 

2. Work towards ensuring the services of a trained full/part-time educational counsellor.  

3. Ensure that service staff is paid at least the minimum wage as prescribed by the government. 

4. Ensure the appointment of quality and qualified teachers by a specific staff selection policy and their 

assessment prepared by the councillor in-charge of education. 

5. Ensure one workshop on classroom instruction of a specific subject and communicate the same to the 

councillor in-charge. 

6. Ensure on-going training of the teaching staff through at least one seminar a year on themes such as 

value formation and leadership. 

7. Ensure motivational seminars for the non-teaching staff. 

8. Sensitise the students to be more socially committed by motivating them to help the poor through the 

collection and distribution of clothes, food and study materials. 

9. Ensure a thorough pro-poor thrust through poor student fund and free education for the deserving. 

Short-listed names of such students are to be submitted annually to the councillor-in-charge of 

education. 
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10. Ensure our pro-rural thrust by specially supporting a rural school in the Year of Mission 2015 for 

which concrete plan and suggestion should come from this rural school. 

11. Ensure admission to all Christian students and preference to them for waiving off fees for those from 

economically underprivileged background. 

12. The councillor-in-charge of education will have to give at least three proposals to the Provincial 

annually for the betterment in the administration, infra-structural development of the rural schools in 

Chota-Nagpur region. 

13. Ensure twinning of the rural schools with the urban private English Medium Schools for the mutual 

benefit of interaction, exchange of ideas and material assistance. This is to be implemented by the 

councillor-in-charge of education in consultation with the schools. 

14. Conduct one annual essay competition on Salesian themes for the higher class students in the school. 

 

IV.   Formation Apostolate 

1. Identify, train, and appoint apt formators. 

2. Ensure quality vocation promotion by the adherence to the criteria prescribed in the Fransalian 

Formation Guidelines. 

3. Promote Mission culture in the formees by giving emphasis to the study of language and culture by 

celebrating language week in the seminary. 

4. Give a thorough mission exposure to students under formation at regency and theology level by 

organized pastoral visits, visit to the sick, visit to slums and ensure that they maintain an annual report 

of the same. 

5. Ensure an adequate catechetical formation in initial stages and effective preaching of Word of God at 

later stages by sending them for homiletics and language courses. 

6. Formators in their monthly meetings to read at least one chapter from the Formation Guidelines. 

 

V.  Social Apostolate and Innovative Ministries 

1. Start a Retreat/Animation Centre and ensure a regular and effective preaching team.  

2. The Councilor-in-charge will ensure the promotion of Salesian literature and thought and Mermerian 

heritage through networking sites like Facebook, YouTube and WhatsApp. 

3. Ensure the availability of videos and songs on the life of our patron and founder. 

4. Ensure that the news reporters of communities and centres send reports regularly to the chief editor of 

the Province magazine.  

5. Explore the possibility in the next three years time to establish a school for the differently-abled. 

6. Maintain cordial relations with other religions by visiting their families on their special festive 

occasions. 

7. Foster an eco-friendly ambience by planting trees and keeping our surroundings green and clean. 

 

VI.   Stewardship Forum 

1. Implement clear cut policies on Accounting and Auditing given in the province statutes, thereby 

fostering a culture of transparency and accountability in religious life.  
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2. All our educational institutions should stop private auditing of different departments separately but 

incorporate them into the local legal body, in three months time. 

 

Canonical Visitation of Rev. Fr. Superior General  

The visitation of Rev Fr Superior to our Province Communities went on very 

smoothly as scheduled, starting with St John’s Community Nagpur on 26
th

 October 

and ending on 18
th

 November with Provincial House Nagpur. It was a very tiring 

and exhausting exercise for him to engage in such hectic tour to get personal 

knowledge of life and apostolate of confreres, centers and, at the same time, being 

in touch with his Councilors deliberating them on issues and seeking their opinions 

through mail etc. He could be seen working late at night and during the journey. In 

all communities he had personal meetings with confreres, conducted community 

meetings in which he underlined priorities for community living and apostolate. The 

visitation had a great spiritual overtone with the kind of orientation, directives given 

and culminating Adoration to the Blessed Sacrament. At his request, no major public functions were 

organized. He was fortunate to participate in the closing ceremony of the 150
th

 anniversary year celebration of 

the Padri Thana Church which is the second oldest church in Central India built by the MSFS. Our Mission 

Parishes in Orissa organized moderate and simple welcome programs. He was very much impressed by 

the performance of the parishioners of Ambapani in 

cultural costumes followed by a felicitation meeting and 

short prayer service. In his address he exhorted them to 

strengthen their faith in Jesus.  Divyajyoti Ashram, 

Latapara, made the welcome ceremony more innovative 

and contextualized, taking him in a procession through a 

well decorated path amidst drum-beats, music and dance 

adding a festive look to the occasion, conveying the message of love, reverence and respect to the Supreme 

Moderator of the MSFS Congregation. Dhyanashram Varanasi Novitiate enlightened all by putting up a skit 

on Fr Peter Mermier. Rev. Fr. Superior General was quite happy to collect a copy of the script for himself. 

Delhi, Neemuch and Jhajjar schools gave their usual ceremonial welcome marked with limited cultural 

programs. 

 

Priorities underlined for Confreres and Communities 

In communities during the meetings Fr. General underlined priorities to live religious life in the fullest. The 

orientations of the last two General Chapter were presented before the members reminding the MSFS 

Commitment to community living always striving to be God’s Mystics for challenging ministry not confined 

to territories of one’s choice but responding to the needs of the Congregation. He stated that 18
th

 General 

Chapter made it null and void, the life of MSFS Confreres apart from being part of a religious community. He 

said it is a test for each one of us to prove our religious identity. Only a person who would adjust himself to 

community imperatives is a true religious person. Such a person understands what it means to be religious 

living. Our founder intended that we live in communities bound by a particular spirituality. Our Constitutions 

insist that our life be nurtured in a community of fraternal love which shall flow out into ministry. The 
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community-minded confreres set aside, their personal plans, opinions and preferences and go for the common 

good of the community. Such life shall foster unity, brotherhood, harmony and team work. 

  

The three unnegotiables 

While reaffirming community life lived and expressed through various practices like common prayer, 

common time-table, table fellowship etc, he emphasised the need to have community meetings every month, 

which strengthens our fraternal union, respect for one another, mutual recognition and appreciation and 

streamlines the apostolate. It was pointed out to the local Superiors that the monthly community meetings 

should have three unnegotiable items on the Agenda. They are (1) evaluation of community life, (2) evaluation 

of apostolic life, and (3) tabling of the monthly accounts. 

  

Evaluation of Community life 

Confreres in communities need to do away with ill-feelings, strained relationships and hurt feelings, if any. 

The community should reiterate the common good against the individual good. The tendencies of be more 

self-oriented needs to be evaluated and checked.  Individual agendas and attempt to garner self-glory and 

recognition should give way to respect for collective will, fraternal love and recognition of all. A true 

evaluation of daily life would throw light into the blocks that breaks our togetherness, deviations in respecting 

the common spiritual exercises and other imperatives that strengthen our missionary bond and brotherhood. 

The local Superior is being empowered to preside over such evaluations during the community meetings to be 

true to the demands put upon him by the Constitutions and General Directory. 

  

Evaluation of Apostolic life 

The evaluation of the Apostolic Life during the community meetings is an exercise to keep us on the right 

track, strengthening our religious life for effectiveness in ministry.  The field of our apostolate is ever dynamic 

and not confined to performance of certain rituals in monotonous state. Rev Fr Superior General posed a 

question before the members. Are the directives of the General Chapter, actions plans of the Provincial 

Congress/ Chapter becomes a source of inspiration and springboard for action? Relegating these documents as 

mere paper works and preserving them rather than becoming knowledgeable of the same to accept challenging 

ministry is first step towards failure in a given apostolate. Communities should make earnest efforts to study 

these documents and implement them. The prerequisite for such implementation is the critical appraisal of the 

existing engagement of apostolate, methods and effectiveness.  This has to be made possible in a community 

meeting. An updated and knowledgeable confrere on latest documents of the Congregation can think 

differently. The advice of Bishop Rey to the first group of MSFS was reiterated: “Study St Francis de Sales, 

adopt his methods and imitate his virtues” 

  

Tabling of the Accounts 

In all religious Communities, the administration of the temporal goods is to be done in a spirit of justice and 

poverty. The individual members who are entrusted with the management of money are duty bound to update 

the members on various activities, projects, and financial plans. They should table the accounts every month 
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during the community meetings. Do the financial decisions of big proportion find a mention in the minutes of 

the Community Meetings? All such proposals for projects involving finance should first originate from 

community meetings. Let every member get a chance to examine the cost, evaluate the need of the project and 

the method of its execution before it goes for the approval of the Provincial and his Council. This becomes 

another unnegotiable agenda for community meetings to be noted down by the local Superiors. 

  

To know and live our identity as MSFS 

When our identity as MSFS is not focused and emphasised in community life and apostolate, we are 

disorganised and disoriented. Our fulfilment in religious life should come from this very identity.  It is our 

MSFSness which comes from the spirit and spirituality of St Francis de Sales and the missionary fervour of 

our founder. Our knowledge on the life and writings and methods of St Francis de Sales and the integration of 

the same in whatever way possible in life will make us distinct from others.  We are going to celebrate the 

year 2015 as the Year of Mission. It is a tribute to our founder who had great passion for mission abroad. It is 

an effort to inculcate in us the missionary fervour of the founder. All province members were reminded by our 

Superior General that our identity as MSFS is not life devoid of the spirituality of St Francis de Sales and the 

missionary zeal of Fr Peter Mermier. 

  

Oh Sacrament Most Holy, Oh Sacrament Divine 

These were the concluding verse sung by Rev. Fr. Superior General for the members and 

communities during his visitation. All were reminded that the Eucharist is the sum of all 

spiritual exercises and the same to be made the centre of our life. He said the first criteria to 

assess our community life and apostolate would be the devotion and eagerness of the 

members to encounter the Eucharistic Lord. Quoting Pope Francis he said that all that is 

expected of a religious is adoration and service and any one of it devoid of the other shall 

not serve the purpose of God’s Mission. All struggles in personal community apostolic life 

could be resolved if we find minimum half an hour daily before the Blessed Sacrament. In 

all communities he concluded his visitation offering the members and their mission to the 

Eucharistic Lord. 

  

The effects of once in six years event 

The visitation of our Rev Fr Superior General has given us certain orientations, and laid down priorities in our 

community, religious apostolic life with greater emphasis on our spirituality and charism. This canonical 

visitation is not to be treated as one of the administrative rituals of the General Curia. It should result in 

desirable changes in community life and mission. It should bring about renewal in our religious living. The 

local Superiors are given greater motivation and impetus to animate members and communities. Rev Fr 

Superior General is expected to give us a report on his visitation of the Province soon. I thank all the 

communities for the reverence and hospitality shown to him. May we grow as a Congregation strong in faith, 

missionary zeal and apostolic activities true to our tradition under his spiritual leadership? 
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Hearty Congratulations 

Provincial Administration, Tanzania Province 

Fr. Thomas Kochuparampil -  Councillor in-charge of Formation& Admonitor 

Fr. Sunny Vettickal  -  Councillor in-charge of Education 

Fr. Arockiasamy Chinnappan -  Councillor in-charge of Mission 

Fr. Thomas Chozhithara -  Councillor in-charge of Social Apostolate and Innovative Ministries 

Fr. Soosai Raj Robert MSFS -  Provincial  Bursar 

 

Provincial Administration, Pune Province 

Fr. Sunny Kulangarath -  Councilor in-charge of Formation & Admonitor 

Fr. Peppin Jeyaraj  -  Councilor in-charge of Education 

Fr. Nazareth D'silva  -  Councilor In-Charge of Mission 

Fr. Albert Fernandes   -  Councilor In-Charge of Social Apostolate and Innovative Ministries. 

Fr. Jerry Misquith   -  Provincial Bursar 

 

In the name of Nagpur Province, I express my heartiest congratulations and God's abundant blessings upon all 

of them.  

 

Let us pray 

 

Rev. Fr. Raison Kaduvakuzhickal of South-West Province, aged 36 passed away on 28th October 2014. 

Jusphina Toppo, aged 52 mother of  Br. Rajendra Toppo died on 14th November 2014. 

May I request all those who have not fulfilled the suffrages to do the same at the earliest (Const. No. 118; 

General Directory No 98). May their souls Rest in Peace. 

 

Internal Auditing by the Provincial Bursar 

  

28-Nov Prakash Bhavan 

01-Dec   Provincialate 

03-Dec  Vinayasadan  

  Delhi 

04-Dec   Jhajjar 

05-Dec  Mahima Delhi 

08-Dec   Varanasi 

16-Dec  Khamgaon 

17-Dec  Bhusawal 

18-Dec  Karanji 

19-Dec   FTI / CIDCO 

20-Dec  Jalna 

22-Dec  Nanded 

23-Dec  Kinwat 

02-Jan   Panderpalli 

03-Jan  Ambapani 

04-Jan  Raidhi 

05-Jan   Latapara 

06-Jan  Seraikela 

07-Jan   Sini 

08-Jan  Bhanji 

10-Jan  Jaratoli 

19-Jan  St.Johns 

20-Jan  MermierSadan 

21-Jan  Nimkheda 

30-Jan  Nimach 
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Provincial’s Itinerary 
 

November 

23rd  Bangalore 

 

December  

1st   Nagpur 

7th & 8th St. John's Community 

9th & 10th Mermier Sadan 

12th & 13th  PCM  

15th & 16th  Nimkheda 

 

January 2015 

3rd & 4th  Badnera 

5th   Khamgaon 

6th & 7th  Bhusaval 

8th   FTI 

9th   CIDCO 

10th & 11th  Jalna 

12th & 13th  Nanded 

14th & 15th  Kinwat 

16th   Nagpur 

17th& 18th  Provincial House 

24th   Feast Day Celebration at Nagpur 

26th & 27th Fransalian Seminary (Pune) 

29th & 30th  Mannarkad 

 

Salesian Thought  

 

He who has done you the grace of making the first stroke, will Himself make with you the others; and because 

His hand is entirely paternal, either will do it insensibly, or if He let you feel it, He will give you the needed 

constancy and gladness.                    -  St. Francis de Sales 

                      

Yours Devotedly in Christ, 

 

 

 

Fr Jacob Karamakuzhyil  

Provincial Superior 

 

 

 

 

 
 


